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ABSTRACT 
Every year, thousands of lives are lost around the world as communities are devastated by 
natural disasters; in our increasingly interconnected society, the effects of these events can ripple 
regionally and even globally. Partic ularly, in th e case of hurricanes, the risk of future disasters 
continues to escalate with population shifts toward coastal areas and increased hurricane  
intensity, size, and frequency due to climate change and Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillations (1-9). 
In addition to these safety concerns, hurricanes  threaten consum er supply chains including the 
production of energy, with both econom ic and e nvironmental consequences, e.g., Hurricane 
Katrina halted production and delivery of oil fr om the Gulf of Mexi co and caused havoc to 
regional ecosystem s through inundation of wetlands  and transport of harmful chem icals and 
waste products. Recent losses from Hurricane Katrina made it very clear that the m odels used in 
risk assessm ent and loss estim ation (10-15) need  adjustments not only to  cap ture changes in  
hurricane frequency and intensity, but also to in clude secondary hazards like the im pact of 
waves, storm surge and inland flooding (16, 17). Sadly, our response to these challenges has  
failed to account for such factors by leveraging th e intellectual and com putational resources and 
cyberinfrastructure being develope d across the country to decrease threats to life and health, to 
infrastructure, to ecosys tems, and to local a nd global econom ies. Meanwhile, our educational 
pipeline continues to neglect the training of a 21 st Century workforce prepared to deal with these 
challenges at the intersection of technology, economy, public policy and human health, e.g., (18). 
Therefore, any response must address both the immediate delivery of tangible products to society 
to m itigate these disasters, suppo rted by in novative fun damental research, as well as a 
commitment to the education of the next generation workforce and national leaders in the area of 
hazard resilient and sustainable communities. 

Yet within the nation al landscape, no single university has stepped forward with the 
vision to lead our country’s res ponse to this challenge in an unpr ecedented way. It is here that 
Notre Dame can make her next strategic investm ent one that spurs lasting im pacts in support of  
her Catholic mission. By working in a spirit of true collaboration to mitigate the effects of thes e 
disasters altogether, Notre Dam e can place h erself at the “eye of the in formation hurricane” as  
the founder of CYBER-EYE: A Cyber-Collaboratory for Nation al Risk Modeling an d 
Assessment to Mitigate the Impacts of Hurricanes in a Changing Climate. To achieve such a 
collaboratory, a scalable plan o f sustained  cyberinfrastructure developm ent, coordinated 
fundamental research, and technology prototypi ng is outlined in this proposal, with the 
understanding that the ultim ate scope and vis ion of CYBER-EYE will be only partially realized  
at th e con clusion of th is three year seed g rant. As such, this proposal presents th e shor t-term 
SAPC seed scope and a ctivities couched within the larger context of the 10-year CYBER-E YE 
vision. Specifically, since even our internal collaborations are largely in their infancy, the SAPC 
seeding ph ase will focu s on th e es tablishment of a cyber-enabled com putational fram ework, 
which will synergize the existing models, simulation tools and risk assessment frameworks of the 
project team and a lim ited body of external collaborators, to assess the impacts of hurricanes on 
civil infrastructure. In particular, our use of a cyber-platform is critical to creating a collaboratory 
whose research and edu cational pro ducts are visi ble and accessib le to wi de cross sections of 
national and even international stakeholders. By doing so, this seed grant will better p osition the 
group and its extern al p artners to d evelop th e full cap abilities and rese arch agend a ultim ately 
envisioned for CYBER-EYE to add ress the broader impacts of  these disasters on communities 
and ecosystems, including their far reach ing social, economic and pol itical consequences, with 
the ultimate goal of more hazard resilient and sustainable communities.   




